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Introduction
The problem
We wanted to compare ASReml-R to other linear mixed
model software used for the purposes of Plant Breeding.
Are there other mature packages with the capabilities
of ASReml-R (or close enough)?
Are there open-source alternatives to ASReml-R?
How do they compare in terms of computational
performance (speed) and features?
We compared three R packages with a focus on
computational aspects of large scale genomic selection
LMMs.

Motivating Data
Phenotypic data from an Australia Grains Technologies
(AGT) eld trial in SA.
Full trial was 10375 varieties unreplicated + 6 check
varieties with 150+ reps (see Norman, et al. (2017)).
Genotypic data consisting of 17171 genetic markers
from a 20K Affymetrix array, reduced to 3000/6000
markers for this analysis.
We looked at rectangular subsets of the eld trial
containing
ng
varieties,
equivalent
to
ng ≈ (100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000)

, and analysed zadoks (plant maturity) score trait.

The Packages
lme4 (+ pedigreemm)
Maturity: Mature ( rst released ~2003)
Citations: ~25k, ~1.2k in plant breeding journals
Availability: Open source (free)
Latest version: CRAN: March 2019, Github: yesterday,
pedigreemm: 2014
Relationship matrices: pedigreemm package required
(plus substantial hacks 👎)
Residual correlation structures: None
Variance structures for random effects: Limited

ASReml-R
Maturity: Mature ( rst released ~1995)
Citations: ~4.5k, higher proportion in plant breeding
journals than lme4
Availability: Closed source (licence fee 👎)
Latest version: August 2019
Relationship matrices: Built in
Residual correlation structures: Extensive
Variance structures for random effects: Extensive

sommer
Maturity: New (Released 2016)
Citations: ~90, mostly plant breeding journals
Availability: Open source (free)
Latest version: CRAN: November 2019, Github: October
2019
Relationship matrices: Built in
Residual correlation structures: Some
Variance structures for random effects: Some

Genomic Selection LMM
For a trait response vector y of length n, consider a
genetic marker matrix M (dimension g × r) for varieties
and the associated (mostly) additive relationship matrix
T
Ga = M M .

One speci cation of a LMM has the form
y = Xτ + Zu + Zg a + Zg r + e

where
are xed effects
u are the random effects (None in this case)
a is a set of additive variety effects with assumed
distribution a ∼ N (0, σa2 Ga )
r are the polygenic non-additive genetic effects with
assumed distribution r ∼ N (0, σr2 Ig ).
e
are
residuals
with
assumed
distribution
τ

2

e ∼ N (0, σ R)

ASReml-R and sommer use this form with the vm() and
vs() functions respectively.

What’s different about sommer?
It makes use of the Intel Math Kernel Libraries for parallel
processing of matrix manipulations!

Genomic Selection LMM V2
An alternative speci cation of the LMM uses Cholesky
decomposition of the relationship matrix de ned as
T
Ga = LL .
The left Cholesky factor is incorporated into the LMM as
y = Xτ + Zu + Zg La

∗

+ Zg p + e

where
is a set of non-interpretable genetic effects with
assumed distribution a∗ ∼ N (0, σa2 Ig ) which is the
same additive genetic variance as in the previous
model.
The additive genetic effects, a, can be derived
through back transformation.
a

∗

Although they differ in their speci cation, the two models
produce the same likelihood and estimate of σa2 .
This form can be tted in pedigreemm() and also in
ASReml-R using the mbf() function.

Genomic Selection Models in R
To specify these models in R, we use the following code:
LME4/pedigreemm*
pedigreemm(matzadoks ~ 1 + (1|GenotypeA) + (1|GenotypeR),
data = temp.dat, pedigree = list(GenotypeA =
relmat_p))

* Needed substantial hacking

Summary and discoveries
sommer was the suprising winner by a huge margin
At least 9x faster than ASReml-R and LME4, and up to
160x faster in some cases
Performance increases with CPU cores available due to
parallel processing
Has much of the same capability as ASReml-R, though
is lacking in a few areas
It is possible to run genomic selection models in lme4,
but less than ideal because:
lme4/pedigreemm is substantially slower
Major disadvantage of no residual correlation structures
available
Relationship matrix incorporation took substantial
hacking
pedigreemm not updated since 2014
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